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Central Station Power
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Presentation Notes
Needing less electricity would ease and speed the shift to new sources of electricity ... chiefly renewables. China leads their explosive growth and the almost nonvolatile, quite steadily plummeting costs shown here on a logarithmic scale: photovoltaic module prices, the blue dots, have fallen off the bottom of this logarithmic chart to todayʼs 50–70¢/W.  Well-sited solar and windpower are already marketplace winners: theyʼre generally subsidized less than renewables, but if new US windpower and solar power got no subsidies, their 2012 busbar prices would be respectively around 5–6¢ and 13¢/kWh, and falling. In Germany, installed photovoltaic systems cost half as much as average American ones, even though they buy the same equipment, because Germany wrung out costs by scaling installations to 8 GW/y, adding more in one peak month than the US adds all year. Yet today in about 20 of the United States, private installers can put those photovoltaics on your homeʼs roof with no money down and often guarantee to beat your electric bill. Such unregulated products could ultimately add up to a “virtual utility” that bypasses power companies just as cellphones bypassed wireline phone companies. That gives electricity executives nightmares and venture capitalists sweet dreams. Or incumbent electricity providers could turn that insurgency into a major business opportunity, and our e-Lab helps both sides to create value—



A n t i q u a t e d  S y s t e m s  u n a b l e  t o  b e  c o m p e t i t i v e



Annual Changes in U.S. Electric Consumption

Source: RMI
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Presentation Notes
Changing how we make electricity gets easier if we need less of it. Today, itʼs mostly wasted, and efficiency technologies keep improving faster than theyʼre applied, making the potential savings ever bigger and cheaper. But as buildings and industry start to get efficient faster than they grow, * Americaʼs electricity use, instead of growing 1% a year as officially forecast, couldstart shrinking by 1% a year despite * electrified autos; in fact, electricity used (not yet weather-adjusted) per dollar of GDP * fell by an unprecedented 3.7% last year alone. And we can keep demand dropping by reasonably accelerating existing trends. This projection assumes that by 2030, U.S. average efficiency adoption will match what the Pacific Northwest states did in 2005. *



Estimated U.S. Energy Use 2014- ~98.3 Quads
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Slide 11MW/4MWh Uni.System™ from UET, commissioned May 2015Avista grid use cases:Improved distribution system efficiency (CVR)Energy shiftingGrid reliabilitySchweitzer Manufacturing campus use cases:IslandingBlack start4 cycle seamless switchingProject partners: AVISTA, UET, PNNL, WA Dept. of CommerceBenefits (est.)Avoided costs of peaker (GCT) - $2.744MMImproved grid efficiency via enhanced CVR $592K Ancillary services $361K Ramping control starting 2016 $314K Negative pricing for renewable receiving $304K O&M cost reduction $49K 		     Total Benefits: $4,364,000  Utilities: 1mw/4mwh Battery - Pullman, WA @ turner distribution substation circuit1MW/4MWh Uni.System™ from UET, commissioned May 2015Avista grid use cases:Improved distribution system efficiency (CVR)Energy shiftingGrid reliabilitySEL campus use cases:IslandingBlack start4 cycle seamless switchingProject partners: AVISTA, UET, PNNL, WA Dept. of CommerceBenefits (est.)Avoided costs of peaker (GCT) - $2.744MMImproved grid efficiency via enhanced CVR $592K Ancillary services $361K Ramping control starting 2016 $314K Negative pricing for renewable receiving $304K O&M cost reduction $49K 		     Total Benefits: $4,364,000 



Hawaii is the New Denmark

Denmark Power Plants/1980

Denmark Power Plants/ 2012
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Another key transition is illustrated by Denmark’s 32-year journey from centralized power stations, mainly burning coal, to distributed wind turbines (86% owned by farmers and their communities) and cogeneration (often burning agricultural wastes). Denmark’s conservative government plans 100% renewable energy by 2050 at essentially no extra cost. Denmark is also reorganizing its grid in a “cellular” architecture that makes cascading blackouts impossible. [The same approach enabled Cuba to reduce its serious blackout days from 224 in 2005 to zero in 2007, and to sustain vital services in 2008 even when two hurricanes in two weeks shredded the eastern grid.]



Hawaii Distributed Generation Penetration Trend
December 2011

January 2013
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Presentation Notes
Needing less electricity would ease and speed the shift to new sources of electricity ... chiefly renewables. China leads their explosive growth and the almost nonvolatile, quite steadily plummeting costs shown here on a logarithmic scale: photovoltaic module prices, the blue dots, have fallen off the bottom of this logarithmic chart to todayʼs 50–70¢/W.  Well-sited solar and windpower are already marketplace winners: theyʼre generally subsidized less than renewables, but if new US windpower and solar power got no subsidies, their 2012 busbar prices would be respectively around 5–6¢ and 13¢/kWh, and falling. In Germany, installed photovoltaic systems cost half as much as average American ones, even though they buy the same equipment, because Germany wrung out costs by scaling installations to 8 GW/y, adding more in one peak month than the US adds all year. Yet today in about 20 of the United States, private installers can put those photovoltaics on your homeʼs roof with no money down and often guarantee to beat your electric bill. Such unregulated products could ultimately add up to a “virtual utility” that bypasses power companies just as cellphones bypassed wireline phone companies. That gives electricity executives nightmares and venture capitalists sweet dreams. Or incumbent electricity providers could turn that insurgency into a major business opportunity, and our e-Lab helps both sides to create value—
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Wholesale Independent Electric 
Market Regions



The West's Energy Imbalance Market
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Needing less electricity would ease and speed the shift to new sources of electricity ... chiefly renewables. China leads their explosive growth and the almost nonvolatile, quite steadily plummeting costs shown here on a logarithmic scale: photovoltaic module prices, the blue dots, have fallen off the bottom of this logarithmic chart to todayʼs 50–70¢/W.  Well-sited solar and windpower are already marketplace winners: theyʼre generally subsidized less than renewables, but if new US windpower and solar power got no subsidies, their 2012 busbar prices would be respectively around 5–6¢ and 13¢/kWh, and falling. In Germany, installed photovoltaic systems cost half as much as average American ones, even though they buy the same equipment, because Germany wrung out costs by scaling installations to 8 GW/y, adding more in one peak month than the US adds all year. Yet today in about 20 of the United States, private installers can put those photovoltaics on your homeʼs roof with no money down and often guarantee to beat your electric bill. Such unregulated products could ultimately add up to a “virtual utility” that bypasses power companies just as cellphones bypassed wireline phone companies. That gives electricity executives nightmares and venture capitalists sweet dreams. Or incumbent electricity providers could turn that insurgency into a major business opportunity, and our e-Lab helps both sides to create value—



SEPA 51st State Competition

http://r.org/submissions/submissions/Tong_Wellinghoff_Hu_51st_State.pdf

IDSO
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Needing less electricity would ease and speed the shift to new sources of electricity ... chiefly renewables. China leads their explosive growth and the almost nonvolatile, quite steadily plummeting costs shown here on a logarithmic scale: photovoltaic module prices, the blue dots, have fallen off the bottom of this logarithmic chart to todayʼs 50–70¢/W.  Well-sited solar and windpower are already marketplace winners: theyʼre generally subsidized less than renewables, but if new US windpower and solar power got no subsidies, their 2012 busbar prices would be respectively around 5–6¢ and 13¢/kWh, and falling. In Germany, installed photovoltaic systems cost half as much as average American ones, even though they buy the same equipment, because Germany wrung out costs by scaling installations to 8 GW/y, adding more in one peak month than the US adds all year. Yet today in about 20 of the United States, private installers can put those photovoltaics on your homeʼs roof with no money down and often guarantee to beat your electric bill. Such unregulated products could ultimately add up to a “virtual utility” that bypasses power companies just as cellphones bypassed wireline phone companies. That gives electricity executives nightmares and venture capitalists sweet dreams. Or incumbent electricity providers could turn that insurgency into a major business opportunity, and our e-Lab helps both sides to create value—

http://r.org/submissions/submissions/Tong_Wellinghoff_Hu_51st_State.pdf


Guernsey Study
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Needing less electricity would ease and speed the shift to new sources of electricity ... chiefly renewables. China leads their explosive growth and the almost nonvolatile, quite steadily plummeting costs shown here on a logarithmic scale: photovoltaic module prices, the blue dots, have fallen off the bottom of this logarithmic chart to todayʼs 50–70¢/W.  Well-sited solar and windpower are already marketplace winners: theyʼre generally subsidized less than renewables, but if new US windpower and solar power got no subsidies, their 2012 busbar prices would be respectively around 5–6¢ and 13¢/kWh, and falling. In Germany, installed photovoltaic systems cost half as much as average American ones, even though they buy the same equipment, because Germany wrung out costs by scaling installations to 8 GW/y, adding more in one peak month than the US adds all year. Yet today in about 20 of the United States, private installers can put those photovoltaics on your homeʼs roof with no money down and often guarantee to beat your electric bill. Such unregulated products could ultimately add up to a “virtual utility” that bypasses power companies just as cellphones bypassed wireline phone companies. That gives electricity executives nightmares and venture capitalists sweet dreams. Or incumbent electricity providers could turn that insurgency into a major business opportunity, and our e-Lab helps both sides to create value—
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